The previous chapters showed us how Calvin, on a number of occasions, discussed the church's ministry in the framework of his ecclesiological introduction. Ministry itself is not one of the notae ecclesiae because it is not a distinguishing mark of the true church. But the proclamation of the Word is part of the God-given order through which salvation enters the church. It is one of the instruments used by the Spirit in coming to humankind. It is, therefore, not at all surprising that Calvin discusses ministry before he deals with the sacraments; in doing so he indicates how important ministry is for the functioning of the church, which is a necessity for salvation. The third chapter is dedicated entirely to ministry and received its definitive form in the Latin edition of 1543. This chapter will be read attentively, paragraph by paragraph, so that we can trace and evaluate Calvin's exact train of thought.
part one · chapter four for officium; 1) helpfulness, service; 2) service, task, ministry; 3) duty. The second meaning is the most likely one, but it is important not to lose sight of the connotation of the first meaning. To function as a minister implies involvement as a servant and not as a ruler. The third meaning, 'duty,' arises naturally from the second meaning. In the context of this chapter, we choose to translate officium with task. Calvin investigates what the functions and the tasks of teachers and ministers are. Calvin's strongly functional, task-orientated approach is also evidenced by the use of words in this chapter. The most frequently used terms are munus, literally-'task,' which occurs 16 times out of a total of 98 locations in the third chapter in Book IV, and ministerium, literally-'service, task, office, serving,' which occurs 16 times out of a total of 105 locations in the third chapter in Book IV. 4 The noun function, literally meaning 'implementation,' is used 22 times in Book IV, four of which occur in the third chapter.
Institutes IV.III. 1-3: Nature, Necessity and Dignity of the Ministry
The first significant sentence of the third chapter reads: "Iam de ordine dicendum est quo Ecclesiam suam gubernari voluit Dominus."
5 When referring to ministry, Calvin uses the language of church tradition: ministry is a matter of ordo, literally-'rank.' The verb 'to ordain' is derived from this word. The literal meaning is: 'to be allocated your place.' This terminology was already being used during the Middle Ages, and the Council of Trent also made use of the concept. In a sense, Calvin is much closer to the Tridentine theology of ministry than we might suppose at first sight. He, of course, does not share such specific Roman Catholic elements as those concerned with sacerdotal priesthood, but he shares many principles and concepts with Roman Catholic theology. 3 The same interpretation of the meaning of the title can be found on p. 
